VIRTUAL LEARNING SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS

These supplies should be gathered by the first day of school. If there are any issues obtaining these items, please contact me as soon as possible at wargoj@huronacademy.org.

FOR DIGITAL WORK AND SYNCHRONOUS MEETINGS

~ An internet compatible device
~ A reliable internet connection
~ Chargers and other accessories you need to remain connected for up to 8 hours a day
~ If using an iPad, please make sure that you download the GSuite apps (Classroom, Docs, Slides, & Sheets)
~ A webcam (make sure that you also have a way to upload photos to Google Classroom)
~ A quiet workplace
~ Headphones (recommended)

FOR INDEPENDENT OR INTERACTIVE ACTIVITIES (Have on hand)

~ Individual whiteboard (recommended)
~ Dry erase markers (recommended)
~ Lined paper (or spiral notebooks for each class)
~ Computer printer paper
~ Pencils
~ Colored pencils, crayons, or markers
~ Scissors
~ Glue
~ Ruler

Note: these materials should be kept on hand during a meeting AND when you are completing assignments.